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How to explain gaps 
in employment

Learning how to explain employment gaps is important if 
you’ve had an extended period of time away from work. 
All employers and interviewers consider these gaps to 
be a red (or yellow) flag, so they’ll naturally have some 
questions.

But don’t worry.

Once you know how to explain employment gaps effectively, you’ll be able 
to put their mind at ease and move forward with the interview.

What’s considered an “Employment gap?”
An employment gap is any period in your professional career where you 
didn’t have a formal job. When you look at your resume, it should detail 
your work history in reverse chronological order by month and year. It’s 
a chronological timeline of your career, and employment gaps typically 
stand out.

Gaps can vary in length from a few months to several years. Hiring 
managers will almost always ask about them. They’re common “red flags,” 
and hiring decision-makers will inquire about them to learn more.

Whatever the case, knowing how to explain employment gaps effectively 
is incredibly important. They are treated as a cause for concern by default, 
so you must provide an explanation to ease worries and ensure you’re not 
taken out of the running for consideration.

How to explain employment gaps
When you have employment gaps in your work history, it can feel like 
you’re already fighting an uphill battle. But these gaps don’t have to 
negatively impact your chances of getting hired.

Learn how to explain employment gaps during an interview by following 
the tips below.

1. Tell the truth

The most important thing you should do is be honest. It’s tempting to lie 
when responding to these types of inquiries. Whether you’re ashamed of 
why you have an employment gap, there’s always a nagging feeling that 
you must defend yourself.

Brush those feelings off before you enter your interview. Remember why 
hiring managers ask about it in the first place. It’s not to be accusatory 
or make you feel like you’ve done something wrong. Businesses aren’t so 
much concerned with the gap itself than what it might represent.

Think of it from an employer’s perspective. They’re trying to get the best 
person for the job. They want someone qualified and reliable. Plus, they 
want to bring people in who will support the bottom line and stay with the 
company for longer than a few months.

When they see that gap in your resume, it casts doubts. That’s fine.  
You must reassure them that the lapse won’t affect your performance if 
you get hired.

That’s the ultimate goal of asking about the employment gap. Employers 
want reassurance that whatever caused that pause in employment won’t 
prevent you from being successful now.

Don’t make the mistake of telling tall tales. Lying about the employment 
gap is one of the worst things you do. Being untruthful will come back to 
bite you. No matter how much you rehearse your answer, it’s still a gamble.

The employer might decide to do some digging and discover the truth. You 
can kiss that job opportunity goodbye when they see that you lied.

It’s much better to remain honest and upfront. Honesty is always the best 
policy, no matter how awkward that might feel. Even if the reasoning 
behind the gap is less-than-ideal, you can always frame it as a positive 
(more on that soon).
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2. Determine what gaps you don’t need to worry about 
addressing

Contrary to popular belief, you don’t have to explain every employment 
gap. In fact, you don’t even need to mention every job on your resume!

If you’re further along in your career, employers aren’t interested in 
learning about those years you spent hopping around part-time jobs 
as a teenager. Leave those jobs off your resume so they won’t distract 
recruiters. They’re interested in your career history and the path you took 
to get where you are now.

Here’s a little tip: you can ditch the months in your resume entirely to 
avoid drawing attention to short breaks of less than six months. Instead 
of putting the exact date, just write the year.

Short employment gaps aren’t a cause for concern because they’re 
pretty easy to explain. Sometimes, it takes several months to go through 
the hiring process and land a job. That’s especially true if you’re already in 
executive territory.

Most employers will write those gaps off because they can also be due to 
personal reasons such as illness, pregnancy, and other major life events. 
Most won’t even bother to bring them up.

3. Show what relevant experience & skills you gained 
during the gap

The best way to explain employment gaps is to talk about what you 
learned during that time. What skills did you gain, and how will that 
experience benefit you in the workplace moving forward?

There are many ways to pull this off. The simplest is to talk about skills 
you obtained during that time. For example, maybe you took a year off, 
and during that time, you learned Spanish! Or perhaps you brushed up on 
relevant software that changed during your absence from the workplace.

You can even talk about soft skills and opportunities you took to push 
your personal development. Some good examples include learning to be 
more empathetic, getting used to working solo, and other skills you might 
need when returning to work.

Find ways to tie everything back to the position you’re trying to get. 
Soft skills apply to a wide range of jobs, so that tip isn’t as difficult 
as it seems. Highlight how the employment gap served you and how it 
prepared you to get to where you are now.

4. Practice

Please don’t enter your interview without being ready to explain notable 
employment gaps. You can almost guarantee that questions about your 
employment gap will come up. Prepare your response ahead of time, keep 
it concise, and move on.

Understand why the gap occurred and form an explanation that benefits 
you. It should be positive, focus on what you learned, and be 100 per cent 
honest. You do not need to delve into all the details. Keep it high level.

Go over your explanation with friends and find different ways to say it. 
Don’t rehearse a scripted answer verbatim. The goal of practising is to 
ensure that you know how to deliver a response that sounds confident.

Get comfortable talking about the employment gap, and you can be 
confident enough not to stumble over your words or say something you 
regret.

Common reasons for a gap in employment
There are many reasons why an employment gap can occur. Some are 
within your control; others are not. Having a solid reason for that lapse in 
work is half the battle when it comes to explaining employment gaps that 
you might have.

Here are some common reasons that won’t raise any eyebrows.

You took medical leave

Of course, your health is the most important thing. Medical leave is an 
easy explanation that most employers will recognise without further 
questions. People have to take extended breaks from work all the time 
to deal with health issues like cancer, serious bodily injury, and more. You 
don’t need to disclose the nature of the medical leave, but if possible, let 
the interviewer know if the condition is resolved.

You needed to be a caretaker for someone in your 
family

It’s not just your own health that can create an employment gap. Many 
people have no choice but to become caregivers for sick children, elderly 
parents, or any other family member. You should include in your answer 
that you no longer need to be the caretaker, so the interviewer doesn’t 
worry that this will happen again.

Caring for someone else is a full-time job, making gaps necessary.
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You moved

Relocating to a new area is a big deal, although this is less applicable 
if you’re moving to another nearby city. Employment gaps are common 
when you’re moving to another state, country, or continent.

Those moves take time to adjust. Plus, finding work and getting legal 
matters taken care of can be time-consuming.

You were pursuing formal education or career 
development

Pursuing your education or developing your career with programs 
and certifications are excellent reasons to have an employment gap. 
Employers love to hear when candidates take the initiative to further 
their careers and skillset.

Those endeavours take time and attention, whether getting another 
degree or doing a certification program. Having a job while doing this can 
be challenging (and slow you down), so taking time off is reasonable.

You were looking for a new job

It’s not always easy to land a job. Depending on your industry and local 
job market, you could wait months for an opening. Don’t be afraid to talk 
about that process when explaining an employment gap.

You were laid off

Being laid off is another reason that employers understand. Budget 
cuts happen, and layoffs are entirely out of your hands. As long as you 
use your time productively, it’s perfectly reasonable to have a lengthy 
employment gap.

You started your own business

If you started your own business, you probably had no choice but to 
end your formal employment. Continuing to balance your job and your 
business would be too much to handle. Plus, many organisations would 
see your continued work as a conflict of interest.

And even if your business idea ends up failing, that’s all right. In fact, it’s 
safe to assume that it did if you’re interviewing for a job. You can discuss 
what happened (and what you learned) when explaining the gap.

You may decide to list your business on your resume to help explain this 
gap.

Opportunities to explain gaps in employment

Now that you know how to explain employment gaps, it’s worth going over 
situations where you’ll have a chance to do so.

If the gap is significant, you can proactively mention it in your cover letter. 
Doing so draws the employers’ attention to that point in your resume. By 
including it in your cover letter, you can explain the gap before it hurts 
your chances.

Another option is to include it in your work history. Position it as if it were 
another job. You can use the spot to explain the gap, tell the employer 
what you did during your time off, and how it affects your work now.

Finally, there’s the interview. It’ll likely come up during your meeting if you 
don’t explain the employment gap in your resume or cover letter. Have an 
explanation ready, and you can get it out of the way and move on.

Closing thoughts
Once you know how to explain employment gaps, you’ll be able to ease 
any worries that interviewers or employers have.

Remember, employment gaps occur all the time. If you’re honest and 
prepared, you’ll do just fine!
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